
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/glorious-freedom
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“If It Itches,
Scratch It” 
NEW RELEASE

        “GloriousFreedom” NEW RELEASE

TimCox is one of America’s most enduring and authentic
cowboy artists.  He has made it his life’s mission to keep the West alive one
painting at a time.  Through a lifetime of determination and perseverance
Tim has shared the American Cowboy with the world.  

Tim & Suzie married in June 1975. They had a humble
start with Tim working odd jobs and cowboying for local
ranches during the day while also painting long into the
night to pursue his dream and put food on the table.

” ~Tim Cox~
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“Her Own Kind
Of Heaven”

SUPER SIZE EDITION

“A Lot Like Heaven”
SUPER SIZE EDITION

Featured Releases  

FREE Shipping to
48 States!*

All of our Limited Edition
Prints, Artist Proofs, 
Canvases & Giclées
are signed by Tim.

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/her-own-kind-of-heaven
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/if-it-itches-scratch-it
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/a-lot-like-heaven
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/glorious-freedom
https://www.timcox.com/pages/biography
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“Whassup”

“I work hard to connect the cowboy to the future.

“Reflections of a Passing Day”

“Can’t Help You Kid” 
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“A Well Earned Drink”

” ~Tim Cox~

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/reflections-of-a-passing-day
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/whassup-1
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/cant-help-you-kid
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/a-well-earned-drink


“The Blue Cow”

“Mugged”
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In 1977, Tim received
mentorship from CAA
president Grant Speed,
who advised him to attend
Brigham Young University.
Here, he studied under one
of the West’s best fine art
teachers, William Whitaker.
During this time ,Tim
continued his late nights
painting to provide artwork
for Trailside Galleries.

Following the year in Utah,
Tim & Suzie returned to
live in Arizona. Their life
was full of colorful stories
of working with cattle and
hunting and fishing just to
survive in the rustic, bare-
bones living conditions of
the southern mountains.

In the spring of 1979, they
moved to Eagle Creek and
celebrated the birth of
their son, Jake. This happy
event was followed by
Tim’s most successful show
yet, the Texas Art Gallery
Sale, but life took a huge
turn when their house
burned down one night and
they barely made it out with
baby Jake and their pajamas.  

Throughout this trial they
were overwhelmed by the
kindness
of their
family and
friends. 

Once again,
they  found
themselves
starting over from scratch. 

“Distant Thoughts”

“Quality
Time”
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“Flowers For Mom”

“Little
Boys

Dream the
Biggest
Dreams”

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/distant-thoughts
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/flowers-for-mom
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/little-boys-dream-the-biggest-dreams
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/quality-time
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/mugged
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/the-blue-cow


1980’s Classics
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1981

1982

“Cold December Morning”

“WinterRoundup”

In the fall of 1980 Tim & Suzie purchased several acres along the banks
of Eagle Creek.  Tim painted and also worked
on neighboring ranches. Suzie started the
mail-order print business, “Eagle
Creek Enterprises” from their
home long before the internet.   

In 1986, their family grew once again with the arrival of
their daughter, Calla.  For years the Cox family lived off
the grid where the kids attended a one room school house
and lived ranch life while Tim painted and Suzie worked
to promote his paintings.  The Cox kids are pictured here in
the late 1980’s & early ‘90’s:  Jake (top) and Calla (bottom).

Eventually, Tim & Suzie realized that they must move to a
more populated area for the business to grow and the
kids to have more academic and athletic opportunities.
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“Face To Face”

1986

“AutumnMorningRide”

1985

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/winter-roundup
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/cold-december-morning
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/autumn-morning-ride
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/face-to-face-w-out-writing


“Autumn’s Amber Glow” 
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1990

“Coming In At Sundown” 
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“At His Own Pace” 

1999

“Where the Mountains Reach the Sky”

1995

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/autumns-amber-glow
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/at-his-own-pace
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/coming-in-at-sundown
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/where-the-mountains-reach-the-sky


“Just For the Heck Of It”

  “Running With the Mares”
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Let ‘em Run! There is a freedom on the back of a horse that can only
be fully experienced when you “let ‘em run”. 

2000

“Racing Sundown” 

“Cardoza
Cowboys”
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1995

1999

In the summer of 1994, the Cox family moved to the town 
of Bloomfield, New Mexico.  With the growing use of the 
internet, TimCox.com was born, and many more people came
to know and love the authentic cowboy artwork of Tim Cox.

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/running-with-the-mares
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/racing-sundown
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/cardoza-cowboys
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/just-for-the-heck-of-it


“God’s Gift to Man”
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Through the years Tim has
received numerous awards
including the “Prix de West
Purchase Award”, and the
“Express Ranches Great
American Cowboy Award”
in 2004 and 2007 from the
National Cowboy and
Western Heritage Museum.

His work has been on well
over 300 magazine covers
and voted into the US Art
Magazines Hall of Fame.
He was honored to serve
as both the Vice President
and the President of the
Cowboy Artists of America
(CAA). In 2012 Tim went
Emeritus with the CAA.  

Tim is well known for his
attention to every detail
and astute accuracy in his
paintings which flows from
Tim’s own experiences.  

“Where Riches Lie”
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“Through Dawn’s Dusty Light”

     “On To Better Pastures”

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/where-riches-lie
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/dawns-dusty-light
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/on-to-better-pastures
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/gods-gift-to-man
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“Her Chance To Dance”

Nothing compares to the bond of a cowgirl and her horse.

 “Her Time To Shine”.

“As Good As It Gets” “Date Night” 
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“A Soft Touch” 

“Horse Whisperer”

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/her-chance-to-dance
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/as-good-as-it-gets
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/a-soft-touch
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/horse-whisperer
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/date-night-1
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“Between Heaven & Earth”

“Land Of the Free”

“Where Freedom Lives”
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“Good Horses Wide Open Spaces”

Let Freedom Ring 

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/between-heaven-and-earth
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/good-horses-and-wide-open-spaces
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/land-of-the-free
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/where-freedom-lives
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“A Storm Across the Valley” 

“Rocky Mountain Majesty” 

All of our Limited Edition Prints, Artist Proofs, 
Canvases & Giclées are signed by Tim.
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“Summer Is Almost Gone”

Large Calendar $19.95

American West
Calendar $17.95

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/rocky-mountain-majesty
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/summer-is-almost-gone
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/a-storm-across-the-valley
https://www.timcox.com/collections/calendars/products/small-calendar-2022-11-x19-open-11-x10-closed
https://www.timcox.com/collections/calendars/products/large-6-sheet-calendar-2022-17-x23-image-size-11-x17
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Tim Cox Fine Art • www.TimCox.com • (505)632-8080

Come see us at www.TimCox.com or Call (505) 632-8080

Mail Order - 891 Road 4990 • Bloomfield, NM  87413

Tell me about Open Editions, Limited Editions,  
Artist Proofs, Canvas Transfers and Giclées

https://www.timcox.com/pages/biography
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/a-lot-like-heaven
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/her-own-kind-of-heaven
https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/if-it-itches-scratch-it
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“HurrySunup”

https://www.timcox.com/collections/reproductions/products/hurry-sunup
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